
2637-1-275W-15R-G05.
Couldn't start the machine, it asked us to press “stack Index” to home the pin conveyor in order to start the machine.
Pressing the “stack Index” button did nothing. We found that the ethernet cable that drives the Allen Bradley pin conveyor
drive had come loose. We reseated the cable and the issue cleared up.

The machine ran well for a few months while then the same error asked us to press “stack index” to home conveyor. We
re-seated the ethernet cable but didn't fix it. We ran a new ethernet cable outside of the machine for testing, but that didnt
work either. We then contacted PCMC and found set up the machine for them to remote into it. They said that the Seal
Head drive on the right wasn't getting its DC bus voltage. They told us that the Draw Roller drive on the left supplies the
600VDC bus voltage to the Seal Head Drive through the Backplate. We tried swapping drives from our other Hudson
Sharp wicketer to isolate the DC bus issue to either drive or the backplate, but we weren't able to isolate it. We currently
have ordered a new backplate (Power Rail 7 axis K6000) and that is scheduled to arrive in late June. If installing the
backplane doesn't fix the issue, the next step is replacing the Seal Head Drive (since the Draw Roller Drive doesn't have
the error we think it is providing the 600VDC Bus voltage to the backplate ao the problem is either the plate or the seal
head drive). If replacing the Seal Head Drive doesn't fix the problem, we would replace the Draw Roll Drive. Here is a
description of the backing plate they sent to us

01    535708    1.000   EA POWER RAIL 7 AXIS K600O    $1,041.10



2802-1-275W-15L-G08

This machine's problems started very similarly to the others, the same press “stack Index” to home the pin conveyor in
order to start the machine. Checked the ethernet cable, and it seemed fine. We ran a test cable to be sure, that didn't fix it
either and the index drive was showing an error, here is a brief description of the problem we sent to PCMC in an email.

TNT to PCMC

"The index drive is showing a voltage fdbk loss. I set parameter 394 to ignore the fault.  Fault 31 precharge error started showing.

The manual suggests changing the voltage fdbk board.  I didn't find a parameter upload feature, so I assume you need a laptop to

copy the parameters to another drive.  Check with Hudson Sharp for a replacement drive with parameters preloaded so we can send

the bad drive in to be repaired."

PCMC to TNT

Gents,

Looks like this is a 513-6079HS drive. It’ll require programming.

Rich, could you chase a quote for a new one for them? Serial #2802-1-275w-15L-608.

Eric, could you give them a call to troubleshoot to make sure that is the only issue? There’s details about the fault below.

Thnx,

Steve

We placed PO for the drive that they recommended on December 22, 2021 It was expected to arrive on January 26, 2022.
We had a technician from an industrial automation company come in to help us narrow down the problem, he concluded
that we had a bad encoder on the motor that the Index VFD drives. The VFD/Motor/Encoder combination was obsolete, in
order to get a working combination of the three, PCMC had to revise our PO to include a VFD/Motor/Encoder combo that
wasn't identical to our original setup but was an upgrade and was compatible. Unfortunately, multiple delays and supply
chain issues have pushed the delivery of these items out until the end of June. If this doesn't fix the issue, we would
contact PCMC to help troubleshoot the problem. Here is the description of the upgrade kit they are sent to us.

Features:
• PF700 DRIVE AND LENZE MOTOR REPLACEMENT KIT
1. This kit includes a new index drive, motor, and associated parts
required to replace the existing pin conveyor drive system.
2. Many of the existing index drive parts will be used with this unit.
3. To be designed for machine that is right hand construction.
Customer Specifications:
• To be designed for machine S/N: 2637-1-275W-15R-G05
Notes:
• Installation and Startup are NOT included in the quoted price.
• Our anticipated lead time is 1-2 weeks after the receipt and acceptance of a
purchase order and complete Buyer specifications.
PLEASE NOTE: Due to supply chain events beyond our control that are currently
impacting parts availability, the actual lead time may be different at time of order
placement.
Price: $8,830.00




